
 

P.7/6 Term in a  

Nutshell 
Literacy 

We have continued with our Write Stuff programme, creating effective 
sentences and stories using the Sentence Stacking technique and in-
dependent writing. The range of vocabulary we have used has been 
impressive as we plan  storylines together before putting our own style 
on our work. We have worked on Unit Plans again, where we build up 
the planning day by day. One of our Unit Plans this term was The No-
where Emporium, which linked to the novel we listened to in class. 
This is a fantasy story which gave lots of opportunities for exciting use 
of vocabulary. Our latest Unit Plan was The Christmas Truce, which 
was writing detailing the famous Christmas Day game of football dur-
ing WW1. Again, this gave scope for interesting vocabulary and was a 
good contrast to the previous Unit Plan for The Nowhere Emporium. 
Our novel focus was The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, which we 
LOVED!! This linked with our WW2 and Holocaust focus this year. 

Numeracy 
In Numeracy, we have looked at 3D shape, time durations, addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. We learned how to apply the 
BODMAS rule when faced with several calculations in one. We have 
been enjoying looking at sequences and problem solving for quick 
morning starter activities. 

HWB 

PE continues to be outdoors and we have been  mainly lucky with the 
weather so far– not that we mind a bit of rain! We are still trying to be 
outdoors every day for Daily Mile sessions and Active Schools have 
been in again for some sessions with Chris and Lynsey. 

We have continued to look at emotions through our Emotion Works 
programme.  

Art and Design 

We have studied lots of the visual elements this term, such as line, 
tone, value, colour, form and value. We also looked at how artists use 
perspective and created pictures depicting this. We focused on shade 
and tone in our Christmas tree card designs and we had a go at some 
cardboard art  to create Christmas pictures too. 

 


